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May 22, 2018

Summary
Vix is pleased to announce the release of Version 6.2.71.
 Improvements

Fixes

New Features, Improvements and Fixes
Improvements

1. The Workflow Existing Bookings pop up has been updated to include Waitlisted transports. [#15752]

Workflow Existing Bookings including Waitlisted Transports

2. The SAM Transport | No Show page has been updated to include the Cost Code. [#15956]

3. Workforce Report SRF175 Roster to Excel has been updated to improve performance. [#19957]

4. Workforce Reporting SRF298 Transport and Accommodation No Show Go Show has been updated to validate the /d2 parameter is always
after the /d1 parameter.

5. Workforce Report SRF149 Camp Arrivals Departures Date Range has been updated to include the transport code, description, and direction.
The output fields criteria has also been added to the report. [#19747]

6. The Room Search popup has been updated to highlight when a Virtual Room is included in the search. Virtual Rooms will only be included when
the checkbox Include Virtual Rooms is ticked.

Room Search Including Virtual Rooms

7. Workforce Report SRF229 Room Clean History has been updated to format images in the Cleaning Notes with the full link to the image.

8. The Folio Travel Document has been updated to improve performance when loading the document for approval.

9. The SAM parameter DefaultNoShowShiftStatus has been created which allows the Rooms | Accommodation Arrivals page to default the No
Show shift status. If the parameter is not set the Default Offsite Shift Status will be used.

10. The SAM Rooms | Accommodation Arrivals page has been updated to allow the shift status to be specified when No Showing a person.
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11. The SAM Rooms | Accommodation Departures page has been update to allow the shift status to be specified when marking a person as a
Late Departure.

12. The Rooms | Accommodation Arrivals and Rooms | Accommodation Departures pages in SAM have been updated with a Transport Mode
icon to assist in processing.

13. The Profile vCard has been updated to show waitlisted transports. Where the waitlisted transport is not on the same date as an existing transport
it will be shown with a grey icon.

14. SAM and SAM Carrier Booking web services now return cost codes in the format defined by the SAM parameter CostCodeListFormat.

Fixes
1. Fixed an issue with Workforce Reporting SRF246 Mobilisation Demobilisation where using the camp filter would exclude non-room owners.

[#19123]

2. Fixed an issue with Workforce Report SRF202 Room Occupancy Visual where Virtual Room Owners were not included when the Exclude Virtual
Rooms option was used. [#19386]

3. Fixed an issue where completed Roster requests in Workflow would not show the requested Roster Start Date when the SAM Parameter
RosterStartMaxDaysAgo was set to 0. [#19910]

4. Fixed an issue where rescheduling a transport included in a Group Booking would break the link to the Group Booking. [#19889; 19797]

5. Fixed an issue with Workforce Report SRF240 Village Occupancy where the grand totals were incorrectly calculated when using the /shiftstatus
option. [#19994]

6. Fixed an issue where notifications of split bookings could contain the wrong camp description, even though the code was correct.

7. Fixed an issue with the Admin | Transport Types Active page in SAM where the "Automatically extend this transport as part of the night audit"
checkbox was not remaining ticked after saving. [#20011]

8. Fixed an issue where it was possible to create duplicate Roster Clean Days records.

9. Fixed an issue where editing a Spot Clean was not retaining the previous search results after saving.

10. Fixed an issue where Workflow Auto Approval would assign a request to the wrong approver. [#20025]
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